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1. PRELIMINARIES
In this paper all rings R are associative with identity and all R-modules
are unital, and the category of all left R-modules will be denoted by
R-Mod. If G is a group and R s [ R is a graded ring, we say that Rgg g G
is a graded ring of type G. The category of graded left R-modules is
denoted by R-gr; it is well known that R-gr is a Grothendieck category cf.
w x.11 . A graded ring R s [ R is said to be a strongly graded ring ifgg g G
R R s R for every g, h g G. If M s [ M is a graded R-moduleg h g h gg g G
and h g G, then the h-suspension of M is defined as the graded module
 .  .M h obtained from M by putting M h s M .g g h
 .Let R be a graded ring. Let I R denote the family of all essential left
gr  .ideals of R, and let I R denote the family of all graded left ideals of R
w x gr  .that are essential in R-gr. By 11, Lemma I.2.8 it follows that I R :
 .I R .
w xWe recall from 5 the definition of the singular functor of a
Grothendieck category. Let C be a Grothendieck category and let X be
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an object of C. Let U be a generator of C. We define
Z X s Im f ¬ f g Hom U, X , Ker f eU . 4 .  .C C
For the category R-gr we denote the singular functor by Z . If M g R-gr,g
 .   ..  .then Z M s Z M , where denotes the largest graded submoduleg g g
 w x.of a left R-module cf. 5 . A graded left R-module M is gr-singular if
 .  .Z M s M; M is gr-nonsingular if Z M s 0. It is clear that if M g R-gr,g g
M is gr-singular if and only if M is singular in R-Mod.
 .For an R-module M, define the singular submodule Z M of M by
 4Z M s m g M ¬ ann me R , . R
where e denotes an essential submodule. The singular submodule occurs
naturally in many questions in module theory.
 .  .A ring R is said to have the splitting property SP if Z M is a direct
 .summand of M for every left R-module M. The condition SP has been
w x w x w x w xthe subject of a long series of papers, a few of which are 1 , 6 , 15 , 16 ,
w xand 5 . Another closely related property comes from studying bounded
order. A singular module S has bounded order if S can be embedded in a
module M that has a set of generators all of which are annihilated by a
 .fixed essential left ideal i.e., Im s 0 for every generator m of M . Then R
 .  .has the bounded splitting property BSP if Z M is a direct summand of
 .M for every left R-module M such that Z M has bounded order. The
 w x.BSP has also been the subject of much study see 1, 5, 4, 16, 17 . If R has
the BSP property, then R is left nonsingular. In the classical case, a
commutative integral domain has BSP if and only if it is a Dedekind
domain. The primary purpose of this paper is to study the BSP for strongly
graded rings and group rings.
We begin Section 2 by studying the BSP for rings R graded by a finite
< <group G such that G is invertible in R. In this case R has BSP if and only
 .if it has a graded version of the BSP Corollary 2.5 . If, in addition, R is
 .strongly graded, then R has BSP if and only if R has BSP Corollary 2.6 .1
We also obtain some results on the BSP for the case in which R is strongly
graded, but G may not be finite.
w xIn Section 3, we study the BSP for group rings. If R G has BSP, we
show that either G is finite or R is semisimple artinian. This allows us to
w xreduce our study to D G , where D is a division ring. If D is a division
w x w xring with center K and if D G has BSP, then K G has BSP. The
converse is true if D is finite dimensional over K. For a field K and an
infinite abelian group G, we give necessary and sufficient conditions on K
and G for the commutative group ring to have BSP.
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2. BSP FOR GRADED RINGS
Let C be a Grothendieck category with a finitely generated generator,
U. We shall say that a singular object X of C has bounded order in case
there is an essential subobject K of U such that X embeds in a factor of
 . A .UrK for some set A.
It is easy to show that this definition does not depend on the finitely
generated generator of C. Moreover, this concept clearly coincides with
the usual one when C s R-Mod. It also makes sense for R-gr when either
G is finite or R is strongly graded, since in these cases R-gr has a finitely
generated generator.
Let G be a group and R be a graded ring of type G. Let A be a singular
gr  .graded left R-module, I a member of I R . We say that A has
gr-bounded order if A can be embedded in a graded left R-module which
has a set of homogeneous generators all annihilated by I. Equivalently, A
has gr-bounded order I if A is a graded submodule of a factor module of
 .some direct sum of RrI g for some g g G. When A has gr-boundedi i
gr  .order I for some I g I R , we say that A has gr-bounded order. It is
gr  .clear that if A g R-gr has gr-bounded order I g I R , then A has
 .bounded order I g I R .
 .Remarks. i If G is finite, a gr-singular R-module M has gr-bounded
order if and only if it has bounded order in R-gr.
 .ii If R is strongly graded and M has bounded order in R-gr, then
M has gr-bounded order. The converse is not necessarily true.
A Grothendieck category C with a finitely generated generator is said
 .  .to have BSP if, for every X g Ob C for which Z X has bounded order,C
 .  .Z X is a direct summand of X. Further C is said to have SP if Z XC C
 .is a direct summand of X for every X g Ob C .
In this section we first study an easy case: the BSP for a graded ring
R s [ R , where G is finite. Then we study the relationships betweengg g G
 .the following conditions for a strongly graded ring R s [ R : 1 Rgg g G
 . has BSP; 2 R has gr-BSP i.e., for every graded R-module M for which
 .  . .  .Z M has gr-bounded order, Z M is a direct summand of M ; and 3g g
R has BSP. We obtain some results for strongly graded rings, where G1
may not be finite.
Our first two results follow directly from the equivalence of categories
 w x.R -Mod and R-gr for strongly graded rings see 2, Theorem 2.8 .1
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R s [ R be a strongly graded ring. If R hasgg g G
gr-BSP, then R has BSP.1
When the group G is finite, we can show the converse.
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a strongly graded ring of type G, with G finite.
Then R has gr-BSP if and only if R has BSP.1
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let C , D be two Grothendieck categories and F:
C ª D be an exact functor mapping a finitely generated generator of C onto a
finitely generated generator of D. The following statements hold:
 . a If F preser¨ es essentiality, then F maps singular objects of bounded
.  .order onto singular objects of bounded order .
 .b If , in addition to preser¨ ing essentiality, F is separable and maps
 .nonsingular objects onto nonsingular objects, then the BSP resp. SP for D
 .implies the BSP resp. SP for C.
 .Proof. a Let S be a singular object in C , then we have the following
exact sequence
0 ª N ª M ª S ª 0,
where N is essential in M. Then F yields
0 ª FN ª FM ª FS ª 0.
By hypothesis, FN is essential in FM. Hence FS is a singular object in D.
Since F is exact, preserves essentially, and maps a finitely generated
generator of C onto a finitely generated generator of D, it is clear that it
maps bounded order objects to bounded order objects.
 .b Let
0 ª A ª B ª C ª 0 1 .
 .be an exact sequence, where A is bounded singular resp. singular in C
 .and C is a nonsingular object. If D has BSP resp. SP , then
0 ª F A ª F B ª F C ª 0 .  .  .
 .would be split. Since F is separable, it follows that 1 also splits.
Let R be graded by the group G. Let U: R-gr ª R-Mod be the forgetful
functor associating to a graded R-module M its underlying ungraded
R-module. It is possible to construct a right adjoint F: R-Mod ª R-gr for
 w x.U cf. 11 .
We now have the following two examples.
 . < <i If G is finite and R is G -torsion-free, the forgetful functor U:
R-gr ª R-Mod satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.3. This follows
w x w xfrom 12, Prop. 2.4 and 5, Lemma 2.2 .
 . < <ii If G is finite and G is invertible in R, the right adjoint F:
R-Mod ª R-gr satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.3. This follows
w x w xfrom 12, Corollary 3.7 and Theorem 3.10.7 and 5, Lemma 2.2 .
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< <COROLLARY 2.4. Let R graded by a finite group G and let R be G -tor-
sion-free. If R has BSP, then R has gr-BSP.
< <Now we can give a characterization of the BSP when G is finite and G
is invertible in R.
< <COROLLARY 2.5. Let G be a finite group such that G is in¨ertible in R.
Then R has gr-BSP if and only if R has BSP.
COROLLARY 2.6. Let R be a strongly graded ring of type G with G finite
< <and G in¨ertible in R. Then R has BSP if and only if R has BSP.1
We close this section with a lemma and a proposition that are needed in
the proof of Corollary 3.4.
LEMMA 2.7. Let R be a graded ring of type G. Assume R is nonsingular as
an R-module. If M is gr-nonsingular, then M is nonsingular as an R-module.
Proof. We will show that M is nonsingular as an R-module by finding
an essential nonsingular R-submodule of M. Since M is gr-nonsingular,
then we can find a family of graded left ideals H of R and graded lefta
 .submodules N of M such that H g ( N : M and [ N e M in R-gra a a a a a
w xfor some g g G. Now 11, Lemma I.2.8 implies that [ N e M asa a a
R-modules. Since R is nonsingular, then [ N is also nonsingular.a a
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let R be a strongly graded ring of type G. If R has BSP,
then R has BSP.1
Proof. If we show that R has gr-BSP, then the result will follow by
Proposition 2.1. Combining Lemma 2.7 and Proposition 2.3 for the forget-
.ful functor , we obtain that R has gr-BSP, as desired.
3. GROUP RINGS WITH BSP
Let R be any ring and G any group. The aim of this section is to
determine necessary and sufficient conditions on R and G for the group
w xring R G to have BSP.
w xLEMMA 3.1. Let R G be a group ring with BSP. Then either G is finite or
R is semisimple.
 w x. w xProof. Let v s v R G , the augmentation ideal of R G . If v is not
w xessential as a left ideal in R G , then G would be finite. Therefore assume
w x w xthat v is essential as a left ideal in R G ; then R G rv ( R is a left
w xperfect ring by 6, Theorem 5.3 .
Let J be the Jacobson radical of R. If J is essential as a left ideal, then
w x w x w x w x w x wJ G e R G and R G rJ G is left perfect by 6, Theorem 5.3 . Now 18,
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xTheorem implies that G is finite. Hence we can assume that J is not
essential as a left ideal of R. Then J l Rx s 0 for some 0 / x g R. Thus
Rx is an RrJ-module. Since RrJ is semisimple artinian, it contains some
 .simple left R-module. We consider J / J q Soc R .
 .  .Suppose J q Soc R / R. If J q Soc R is essential in R, then, arguing
 .as above, G is finite. Hence we assume J q Soc R is not essential as a left
 .ideal. Therefore, there is 0 / y g R such that J q Soc R l Ry s 0.
Hence J l Ry s 0 and Ry as an RrJ-module contains a simple R-module,
 .which would be contained in Soc R . This is a contradiction.
 .  .Now suppose that J q Soc R s R. If Soc R / R, we can take a
 .  .maximal left ideal M such that Soc R : M and so J q Soc R F M,
 .which is again a contradiction. It follows that Soc R s R and R is
semisimple.
 .LEMMA 3.2. Let D be a di¨ ision ring, and let K s Z D be the center of
w x w x w xD. The extension of scalars D G m -: K G -Mod ª D G -Mod is sepa-K wG x
w xrable and preser¨ es essentiality. Moreo¨er, if D G is nonsingular, then it takes
nonsingular modules to nonsingular modules.
w xProof. The functor is separable by 12, Prop. 1.3.2 .
w x w x w xNow we show that if N e M in K G -Mod, then D G m N e D G m M
w x  4 w xin D G -Mod. Let u be a basis for D over K, and let d m m g D Gj i i
 .m M. Then we can write d m m s  k u m m s u m t , wherei i i j j i j j
t g M. Without loss of generality, assume t / 0. Since N e M, we canj 1
w xfind J g K G such that 0 / J t : N. If J t : N for all i, let J s J.1 1 1 1 i 1
Otherwise, consider the least integer q such that J t ­ N. Without loss of1 q
generality, let q s 2. Choose x g J such that x t ­ N. Since N e M, we1 1 1 2
w xcan find J e K G such that 0 / J x t : N. If J x t : N for 2 F i, let2 2 1 2 2 1 1
J x s J. Proceeding inductively, we can find J s J x ??? x x such that2 1 s sy1 2 1
 .  . w xJt : N for all i and Jt / 0. Now DJ d m m s DJ u m t : D Gi s i i j j
 . w xmN. Moreover, if DJ u m t s 0, then u m Jt s 0. But D G is aj j j j
w x  4free K G -module with basis u ; hence Jt s 0, which is a contradiction.j s
w x w xNow if N is a nonsingular left K G -module, then we claim D G mK wG x
w xN is a nonsingular left D G -module. As N is nonsingular as a left
w x w xK G -module, we can find left ideals I of K G and submodules N ofa a
w x  .  w xN with [ I ( [ N e N. Hence D G m [ N s [ D G ma a a a aa g A a g A
. w x w x w xN is essential in D G m N as a left D G -module. Since D G m Na kwG x a
w x w x w x w x( D G m I ( DI : D G and D G is nonsingular, then D G m I is aa a a
w x w xnonsingular left D G -module. Hence D G m N as an essential exten-kwG x
 w x . w xsion of [ D G m N is also nonsingular as a D G -module.a a
As a trivial consequence of the two preceding lemmas we give the next
result.
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w xPROPOSITION 3.3. If the group ring R G has BSP, then either G is finite
 .  .or, otherwise, R ( M D = ??? = M D , for some di¨ ision rings D suchn 1 n t i1 t
 .w xthat Z D G has BSP, for i s 1, . . . , t.i
w xLEMMA 3.4. Let R G be a group ring with BSP. If H is normal in G,
either H is finite or GrH is finite.
Proof. We assume that H is infinite and show that GrH is finite.
 w x. w xLet v R H be the augmentation ideal of R H . We can see that
w x  w x. w x w xR G v R H is left essential in R G . Now since R G has BSP, the proof
w x w x w x  w x.of 6, Theorem 5.3 tells us that R G rR G v R H is a left perfect ring.
w xBy 18, Theorem we obtain that GrH is finite.
By induction from Proposition 2.8 and the use of Lemma 3.4, we obtain
the following result.
 4COROLLARY 3.5. Let G be an infinite group and G s 10
w xeG eG e ??? eG eG be a finite subnormal chain in G. If R G has1 2 m
BSP, then exactly one of the factors of the chain, say G rG , is infinite andk ky1
w xeach R G has BSP.i
Remark. The last three results often reduce, for some classes of infinite
groups like abelian-by-finite, polycyclic-by-finite or solvable, the study of
w x w xthe BSP for R G to the study of BSP for K A , for a certain field K and
an infinite abelian group A.
We recall the following definition from field theory. Let p be a prime,
let K be a field characteristic / p, and for each n let e be a primitiven
np -th root of unity in the algebraic closure K of K. Then we have the
tower of subfields of K :
w x w xK s K e : K e : ??? : K .0 1
w x  .Following 13 , we say that K is of the first kind small with respect to p,
w x w xif K e / K e for some j ) 2. Otherwise, K is of the second kindj 2
 .large with respect to p. Examples of fields of the first kind are prime
fields and finite extensions of the rational numbers; examples of fields of
the second kind are the real numbers and algebraically closed fields. See
w x w x13 or 14 for more details about fields of the first and second kind. The
reason for considering fields of the first or second kind is that they hold
w x`information about the socle of the crucial group ring K Z .p
LEMMA 3.6. Let K be a field with characteristic distinct from p. If K is a
 w x.  w x.` `field of the first kind with respect to p, then Soc K Z s v K Z isp p
w x`essential in K Z as a left ideal.p
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 w x.` `Proof. Since Z is an infinite group, then ann v K Z s 0.p K w Z x p`p
 w x. w x  w x.  w x.` ` ` `Hence v K Z e K Z . Hence Soc K Z : v K Z . Let x gp p p p
 w x. w x` `v K Z . Since R s K Z is regular, Rx s Re for some idempotent e.p p
w xBy 13, Lemma 4.3 , e s e q ??? qe , where e are primitive idempotents.1 u i
Thus Re s Re q ??? qRe is a sum of simple modules and x g1 u
 w x.  w x.  w x. w x` ` ` `Soc K Z . Therefore Soc K Z s v K Z e K Z .p p p p
We can now state our BSP result for commutative groups rings.
THEOREM 3.7. Let G be an infinite abelian group and K a field. The
following assertions are equi¨ alent:
 . w xi K G has BSP.
 .ii Exactly one of the following situations occurs:
 .  .a G s T [ Z, where T is a finite abelian group of order not
di¨ isible by char K.
 . `b G s T [ Z , where p is a prime integer and T is a group as inp
 . w xa such that K T is a product of fields of the first kind with respect to p.
 . w x r w y1 xiii K G is either isomorphic to  K X, X for certain fields Kis1 i i
r w x`or isomorphic to  F Z for some prime integer p and some fields F ofjs1 j p j
the first kind with respect to p.
 .  . w x w xProof. i « ii By 6, Corollary 5.10 it follows that K G is heredi-
w xtary. Then 7, Theorem implies that one of the following two possibilities
occurs:
 . w x1 G s Z [ T , T finite, and K T semisimple.
 . w x2 G is locally finite and countable, K G is regular, and every left
ideal of R is countably generated.
 .We only need to consider case 2 . Since G is abelian, we consider the
primary decomposition, G s [G . By Corollary 3.5 it follows that only ap
finite number of the G 's are nontrivial, exactly one G can be infinite, andp p
the socle of the infinite factor must be finite. Hence G s P [ T , where T
wis finite and P is an infinite p-group with finite socle. By 3, Theorem
x `25.1 , P is a finite direct sum of cyclic groups and copies of Z . Byp
Corollary 3.5 we may assume that P s Z `.p
w x`We have G s T [ Z , where T is a finite group; moreover, K T isp
w x  .w x`semisimple by Lemma 3.1. Now K G ( K = ??? = K Z (1 r p
r w x w x` ` K Z for some fields K ; thus every K Z has BSP and henceis1 i p i i p
char K / p. If some K would be a second-kind field with respect to p,i i
w x  w x. w`then by 14, Theorem 4.2 Soc K Z s 0. By the proof of 6, Theoremi p
x w x`5.9 , K Z would be a finite direct product of Dedekind domains andi p
would be noetherian. But this would be a contradiction since Z ` does notp
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satisfy the ACC on its subgroups. Therefore each K is a field of the firsti
kind.
 .  .ii « iii This is obvious.
 .  . w x r w y1 xiii « i Assume first that the K G (  K X, X . Sinceis1 i
w y1 x w y1 x w xK X, X is a PID, each K X, X has BSP. Thus K G has BSP.i i
w x`For the other case, it is enough to show that K Z has BSP when K isp
 w x.`a field of the first kind with respect to p. But in this case v K Z is thep
wonly essential ideal by Lemma 3.6. Hence, the result follows from 6,
xTheorem 5.9 .
COROLLARY 3.8. Let G be an infinite abelian group and K a field. The
following assertions are equi¨ alent:
 . w xi K G has SP.
 . w x  .`ii G ( Z [ T for some prime integer p and some finite abelianp
w xgroup T such that its order is not di¨ isible by char K and K T is a direct
product of fields of the first kind with respect to p.
 .iii There is a prime integer p and a family of fields F , . . . , F of the1 t
w x w x`first kind with respect to p such that K G ( P F Z .i p
PROPOSITION 3.9. If D is a di¨ ision ring finite dimensional o¨er its center,
w y1 xthen D X, X has BSP.
w x w y1 x wProof. By 9, Corollary 13.1.13 , D X, X is a P.I. ring. Hence 9,
xCorollary 13.6.6 gives us that the family of essential left ideals of
w y1 x wD X, X has a cofinal infinity set of two-sided ideals. Hence 6, Theorem
x w y1 x5.3 implies that D X, X has BSP.
LEMMA 3.10. Let D be a di¨ ision ring that is finite dimensional o¨er its
center K, which is a field of the first kind. Then the restriction of the scalar
w x w x` `functor D Z -Mod ª K Z -Mod is a separable functor that preser¨ esp p
essentiality and takes nonsingular modules to nonsingular modules.
w x wProof. The separability follows from 12, Prop. 1.3.2 . By 13, Lemma
x w x w x` `14.4.3 , if M is a maximal ideal of K Z , then K Z rM is either K orp p
the field L obtained from K adjoining all the pnth primitive roots of 1.
 w x . w x`Hence D m K Z rM is simple Artinian by 8, Lemma 4.1.1 . There-K p
w x w x` `fore the extension of scalars functor D m -( D Z m -: K Z -K p K w Z x p`p
w x`Mod ª D Z -Mod takes semisimple modules to semisimple modules.p
w x`Suppose that N e M in D Z -Mod, but N is not essential in M inp
w x w x w x` ` `K Z -Mod. Since K Z is semiartinian, we can find a simple K Z -p p p
w xmodule, S such that S l N s 0. Since D G S / 0 is a semisimple
w x w x`D Z -module, we must have D G S : N, which contradicts S l N s 0.p
Hence the functor preserves essentiality.
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w x  .`Let M be a nonsingular D Z -module. Take x g Z M ; thenp K w Z x`p
w x`there exists an essential ideal I of K Z such that Ix s 0. Hence, byp
w x w x w x` ` `Lemma 3.2, D Z I is essential in D Z . Now D Z Ix s 0 and thisp p p
implies that x s 0.
THEOREM 3.11. Let D be any di¨ ision ring that is finite dimensional o¨er
 . w xits center K s Z D and G be an infinite abelian group. The group ring D G
 . w x  .has BSP resp. SP if and only if K G has BSP resp. SP .
w x  . w xProof. If K G has BSP resp. SP , then by Theorem 3.6, K G is either
r w y1 xisomorphic to  K X, X for certain fields K or isomorphic tois1 i i
r w x` F Z for some prime integer p and some fields F of the first kindjs1 j p j
with respect to p. For the first case the result follows from Proposition 3.8,
and for the second case we can apply Proposition 2.3 to the restriction of
scalars functor by Lemma 3.10.
w x  . w xConversely, if D G has BSP resp. SP , then D G is nonsingular, and
we apply Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 2.3 to the extension of scalars
functor.
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